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Saint Laurent sparks consumer curiosity
with punk rock campaign
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By ERIN SHEA

French fashion house Saint Laurent Paris is sparking consumer curiosity with rock music
icons in its latest rebranding efforts to distance itself from its former identity as Yves Saint
Laurent.

The brand is finding its own placement in the fashion world since the return of creative
director Hedi Slimane in 2012. Although Saint Laurent’s rebranding effort seems to be an
extension of Mr. Slimane’s personality, creating a music-themed campaign is in the
brand’s roots.

“Clearly Saint Laurent has a proven track record of achieving cache as a crossover label
going back to the Mick Jagger days, so to be turning to musicians now feels more like a
return to its roots,” said Andreas Ruggie, associate strategist at Siegel +  Gale, New York.

“In terms of the controversial nature of some of the musicians involved such as
iconoclast Marilyn Manson, Saint Laurent was already seen as relatively counter-culture
in the ‘70s, so this seems perfectly logical and on-brand from a heritage standpoint,” he
said.

“Artists such as Courtney Love are, in fact, considered somewhat high fashion nowadays,
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if anything bringing as much fashion credibility to the brand as they do music credibility.”

Mr. Ruggie is not affiliated with Saint Laurent, but agreed to comment as an industry
expert.

Saint Laurent Paris was not able to comment directly.

Musical muses

Saint Laurent’s relationship with musicians began in 1971 when Yves Saint Laurent
dressed rock star Mick Jagger and bride Bianca Jagger for their wedding.

The relationship continued when Mr. Slimane made musician Christopher Owens the
face for Saint Laurent’s relaunch this year.

Musician Beck was also featured in Saint Laurent’s 2013 spring/summer campaign.

Mr. Slimane has dressed many rock musicians in the past, including David Bowie, The
Libertines, The Kills, Franz Ferdinand and others.

Now, he continues to use music icons in the latest campaign, the Saint Laurent Music
Project.

This project is a growing portrait collection of rock stars styling themselves in iconic,
permanent pieces from the Saint Laurent Collection.

For instance, Courtney Love is wearing a classic Saint Laurent pinstripe suit and a
signature silk ruffle shirt in one image and in another she is wearing an evening draped
dress from the pre-fall 2013 collection and a men’s black-and-white fur coat from the
fall/winter 2014 collection.
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Courtney Love

Kim Gordon, musician and member of Sonic Youth, is wearing a Saint Laurent iconoic
tuxedo jacket, a mini leather skirt, jewelry from the Vermeil Collection and Mr. Slimane’s
own polka-dot scarf in one image. In another image she is wearing a classic Saint Laurent
plumetis bustier dress from the Permanent Collection.
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Kim Gordon

In addition, rock musician Marilyn Manson is shown wearing a signature LO1 motorcycle
jacket.
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Marilyn Manson

This jacket is also shown on rock musician Ariel Pink.
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Ariel Pink

New focus

In fall 2012, Yves Saint Laurent launched its rebranding efforts to take the brand to its new
name, Saint Laurent Paris.

The Web site and ready-to-wear line of Saint Laurent Paris were quickly updated reflect
the name and logo change, but not all areas of the brand were renamed, including the
beauty line that remains under the Yves Saint Laurent name.

Experts agreed that the execution of the French label’s name transition could have been
stronger (see story).

Since Saint Laurent launched its rebranding efforts much of the old identity has been
changed.

“Saint Laurent has taken a huge turn since its rebranding, from removing the Yves Saint
Laurent logo from all products, eliminating best-selling items from its collections and
foregoing the animal prints that were signature Yves Saint Laurent pieces,” said Rony
Zeidan, president and creative director of RO New York.
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“Everything is approached differently, the logo, the voice, the products, the image and
mostly the name,” he said. “The positioning of Saint Laurent is reflective of the
positioning of Hedi Slimane.

“Long gone is the Parisian refinement and sophistication, replaced with Los Angeles rock
‘n’ roll.”

Saint Laurent is continuing to rebrand itself, even with this new project by Mr. Slimane.

Although association with celebrities can be seen as a way to boost a brand’s exposure,
Saint Laurent should be careful who it partners with since some celebrities can be a risky
decision.

“Resorting to celebrities is no different than what Dior or what Louis Vuitton have done,”
Mr. Zeidan said.

“It will definitely help the mainstreaming of Saint Laurent, but his association with rock
stars such as Courtney Love, Marilyn Manson, Kim Gordon and Ariel Pink could be
received with hesitation,” he said.

However, the new project and promotions could work out for Saint Laurent since the
brand has partnered with rock stars in the past, even though some of its choices for
subjects could be considered risky.

“As brands evolve from purchase pushes to experience creators, multichannel expression
increases a brand’s chances of connecting with the consumer,” Siegel +  Gale’s Mr.
Ruggie said.

“If a fashion line has a particular edge to it, coupling that visual aesthetic with a relevant
musical component is not only logical, it is  a must,” he said. “In doing so, brands run the
risk of stepping out of their comfort zone into uncharted waters, expanding their brand
story without the proof points to back it up.

“This is a risk that Saint Laurent does not have to worry about by leveraging a component
of its story that has long defined and differentiated its brand.”

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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